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Definitions

Adaptive Lighting

A system that uses local sensors to dynamically 
control the output of light

Connected Lighting

A system that is controlled by a central processor 
to monitor and/or control the output of the lights 
remotely



Smart Cities

 A community that uses 
information and communications 
technologies to enhance livability, 
workability, and sustainability

 Smart lighting that uses Adaptive 
and/or Connected technologies 
can be an accessible feature of 
smart cities

 Connected systems can be a 
foundation for communication 
with other smart city solutions 
(e.g. signs, traffic sensors, V2I)



 Scheduled Dimming
– Can be achieved with timer or central control system
– How much to dim? (FHWA Guidelines)
– When and where to dim? (based on activity)

 Vehicle or Pedestrian Presence
– Achieved via passive IR sensors
– Considerations include:

• How low can you dim when presence isn’t detected?
• How far in advance?
• How long to linger?

 Does not have to be mutually exclusive

Adaptive: Lighting For a Road Less Traveled



Adaptive Deployment Example



 Pedestrian activity (intersections and paths)

 Highlight variance in roadway geometry.  E.g.:
– Sharp Curves
– Bridges and Overpasses
– Merge Activities
– Alternative Intersections

Lighting for Safety



 Dimming = $avings
– Power savings depend on allowable level of dimming

 Dimming LEDs extends the life of the LED and the electronic 
components of the driver.
– Research is ongoing to better quantify the relationship of 

dimming LEDs vs. lifetime extension.
– Extended life equates greater return on investment.

 Maintain aesthetics of a natural environment

Why Adaptive?



 RP-8-14
– Current recommended practice for Roadway Lighting

– Emphasis on Luminance (cd/m2) vs. Illuminance (fc) for 
linear street segments

– Intersection lighting is still measured in fc

– Based on roadway classification and pavement type

IESNA RP-8



 Luminance is the amount of light reflected off the 
roadway surface at a certain point as perceived by the 
eye (“brightness”)

 Veiling luminance ratio = Lvmax/Lavg (“glare”)

RP-8-14 (cont’d)



 Luminance does not have a great impact on pole 
spacing

 It does have an effect on the setback from the 
roadway

 It greatly reduces the use of fixtures that produce 
disability glare

Impacts of Luminance



 International Commission on Illumination

 Document Number 115 defines a standard for roadway lighting that has varying levels 
of motorway lighting classes based on a variety of parameters:

– Speed

– Traffic Volume

– Traffic Composition

– Medians

– Intersection Density

– Parked Vehicles

– Ambient Luminance

– Traffic Control

 The flexibility of the standard makes it a better candidate to use as a basis for 
determining acceptable light levels in an adaptive environment

CIE 115



 Documents produced by FHWA’s Turner-Fairbank Highway 
Research Center

 FHWA-HRT-14-050:  Guidelines for the Implementation of 
Reduced Lighting on Roadways
– Provides a process for an agency or designer to select a 

required lighting level and implement adaptive lighting
– Intended to be a supplement to IES and AASHTO lighting 

guides

 FHWA-HRT-14-051:  Design Criteria for Adaptive Roadway 
Lighting

FHWA Manuals



 Similar to the CIE method, light levels are adjusted based on 
weighting factors of parameters applicable to each class of 
roadway

 Reduction parameters include: 
– Speed
– Traffic Volume
– Median Presence
– Intersection or Interchange Density
– Ambient Luminance
– Guidance
– Pedestrian & Bicycle Interaction
– Parked Vehicles
– Facial Recognition

 Lighting Class = Base Value - ∑Weighting Values

FHWA Design Criteria



 LED fixtures use drivers, not ballasts

 Available in a variety of color temperatures

 Dimming and controls go with SSL like peanut butter and jelly 

 No warmup time required, LEDs react to controls almost 
immediately

Solid State (LED) Lighting



 Backlight, Uplight and Glare

 Now referenced in RP-8-14

 Replaces former cutoff 
classifications:
– Semi cutoff
– Cutoff
– Full cutoff

BUG Ratings



7-Pin Photocell

 NEMA standard ANSI 
C136.41-2013 governs 
controls between photocell 
and driver/ballast

 Includes 3 twist-lock power 
contacts and 2 or 4 contacts 
to support 0-10V DC controls



 Most systems use wireless mesh networks

 Light-to-light communications achieved through IP photocell or 
embedded RF unit

 Backhaul communications to central system achieved through 
cellular gateway or hardwired (fiber) switch

 User interface can either be web user interface or self hosted 
manufacturer software

System Network Architecture



System Network Architecture
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 IR Sensors need to be field calibrated when installed to avoid 
false positives and prevent short on-off cycles

 IR sensors need to be connected so that upstream lighting 
comes on prior to traffic entering the detection field

 Upon communication failure, systems should default to 100% 
light output

 Connected systems should provide feedback that is useful for 
O&M staff
– Outages
– Day-burners
– Comm Failure

System Setting Considerations



Current Connected Systems

Manufacturer
Scheduled
Dimming
Option

Fixture
Performance
Monitoring

Software
Type

Compatibility 
w/ Other 
Fixtures?

Acuity

Cimcon

GE

Philips

Revolution Lighting
Technologies

Sternberg



 UC Davis, UC Irvine, UC Santa Barbara, and CSU Fullerton deployed adaptive lighting 
systems a part of a SPEED deployment.

 SPEED - State Partnership for Energy Efficient Demonstrations

 Application Parameters

– Use of occupancy sensors

• Ultrasonic (motion sensor)– When 24’ mounting height or lower (In 
parking/walking areas)

• Passive Infrared – Over 24’ mounting height (In roadway areas)

• ~20% Occupancy Rate

• Echelon Controls

• Based on retrofit from HID to LED with varying levels of controls

UC Davis SPEED Deployment



 LED Without Controls

– Retrofitted LED and photocell only

 LED + Network Controls

– Retrofitted LED and Lumenwave network controls to dim throughout the night 
as pre-determined occupancy rates decrease.

 Adaptive LED + Local Controls

– Retrofitted LED  with photocell and Wattstopper fixture-integrated PIR sensor 
that allow high mode operation (100% intensity) when space is occupied and 
dim to 20% when vacant

 Adaptive LED + Network Controls

– Retrofitted LED with Lumenwave network controls and fixture –integrated 
occupancy sensor.  Allows fixture to dim based on schedule and respond 
accordingly to occupied and vacant conditions

UC Davis SPEED Deployment –
Application Type vs. Energy Savings



UC Davis SPEED Deployment –
Initial Cost and Savings



UC Davis SPEED Deployment –
Payback Estimates



 FHWA manual discusses Justification, Tort Liability and Sovereign 
Immunity

 Implementing agency should provide a basis for use of adaptive 
lighting

 Negligence is likely only going to be an issue if the designing 
engineer doesn’t do what any other engineer would do in a 
given scenario

 Decision of an agency to use adaptive lighting would likely be 
protected by Federal or State sovereign immunity; however, this 
would not extend to design consultants (e.g. Kimley-Horn)

Legal Considerations



FHWA Guidelines for the Implementation of Reduced Lighting on Roadways
https://www.fhwa.dot.gov/publications/research/safety/14050/index.cfm

FHWA Design Criteria for Adaptive Roadway Lighting
https://www.fhwa.dot.gov/publications/research/safety/14051/index.cfm

Illuminating Engineering Society of North America
https://www.ies.org/

International Commission on Illumination
http://www.cie.co.at/

Jeremy.Gruzd@kimley-horn.com

Bryan.Larsen@kimley-horn.com

Resources



Questions?




